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Express your creativity like never before with our brand new 
Profiles collection, offering custom upholstery options in 17 shades 
to suit every style! Inspired by a fashion-forward aesthetic and the 
iconic artists of the 20th century, the Profiles collection delivers on 
our promise to create “works of A.R.T.” for the home. From sleek, 
rounded edges to chunky, sculptural forms, A.R.T. Furniture has 

created a unique range of options designed to make any space feel 
like a livable art gallery.

FIND YOUR STYLE WITH PROFILES

Bold, contemporary style

-
Expedited shipping from North America

-
17 custom fabrics that combine with any frame

-
High style at a value price point



These generously proportioned pieces are 

a true work of art, destined to become the 

centerpiece of any living space. The open, 

structured base is crafted from ash solids in a 

natural oak finish, creating a floating effect for 

the cushions and wide arms above.

758Floating Track
FLOATING TRACK  
XL LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 758523-5062

Sink into style in this generously 
proportioned lounge chair, built 
for comfort and beauty.
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FLOATING TRACK 
XL SOFA
SKU: 758521-5062

This extra-long modern sofa 
features inviting cushions in 
a luxe down blend.
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Elegant simplicity defines this 

versatile collection, featuring 

graceful curves that blend 

effortlessly with both transitional 

and modern styles. Supportive 

down blend back pillows and 

sinuous coil construction wrapped 

in spring down provide the 

ultimate in relaxed seating.

760Tresco

TRESCO LOUNGE 
CHAIR
SKU: 760523-5303

Comfort and style meet in this 
generously proportioned lounge 
chair, which blends modern 
curves with your choice of 
custom upholstery.

TRESCO SOFA
SKU: 760521-5303

Tresco features a subtly 
exposed solid ash frame, 

finished in a sophisticated 
smoked hue.
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Versatile as can be, this 

breezy collection is stylish and 

comfortable enough for all 

lifestyles. Clean, modern lines and 

slim arms are accentuated by a 

finely tailored slipcover that offers 

chic comfort combined with low-

maintenance ease.

761A lias ALIAS LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 761523-5302

Relaxation is simple in this extra 
wide lounge chair, featuring 
spacious back and seating cushions.

ALIAS SOFA
SKU: 761521-5302

This two-cushion sofa 
is dressed to impress in 
a meticulously tailored 

slipcover, floating like a cloud 
above a solid wood plinth 
base in a light oak finish.
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ALIAS 
OTTOMAN

SKU: 761504-5302

This generously scaled 
38” ottoman can serve 
as a cocktail table, or 

provide extra seating as 
needed.ALIAS SECTIONAL

SKU: 761508-5302S4

Modern living is simple, chic, and always 
versatile. This stylish modular sofa combines the 

Alias LAF, RAF, Armless and Corner Chair to 
form a sectional in 2, 3, 4 or 5 pieces.
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Modern art enters the living room with the 

Bastion collection, delivering effortless comfort 

with a sculptural aesthetic. Angular lines and 

soft curves combine with beautifully grained 

wood and chic upholstery, for a look that suits 

a range of contemporary styles.

763Bastion
BASTION  
SWIVEL CHAIR
SKU: 763516-5354

Surround yourself in stylish 
comfort with this barrel style 
chair, with a versatile swivel 
base that allows you to follow 
the conversation or rotate for 
relaxation.
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BASTION SOFA
SKU: 763501-5354

A fine work of art deserves a 
stylish frame, and this attractive 
sofa is truly gallery-worthy.

BASTION LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 763503-5354

Comfort and style combine in this eye-catching 
lounge chair, featuring a beautifully grained 

wood frame that surrounds the back and seat in 
a distinctive modern curve.
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Simplify your style with the clean lines and 

rounded edges of the Sagrada collection, a 

welcome invitation to relax and unwind. Mid 

century inspiration gets a refreshingly modern 

update with finely tailored upholstery, and 

a continuous exposed wood frame subtly 

delineates every curve.

764Sagrada
SAGRADA  
LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 764503-5303

This generously proportioned 
lounge chair combines angular 
lines and high modern track 
arms with rounded corners and 
comfortable cushions.
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SAGRADA SOFA
SKU:764501-5303

Modern living requires a 
little relaxation, and this 
contemporary sofa is truly 
ahead of the curve.

SAGRADA SWIVEL CHAIR
SKU:764516-5303

Enhance any occasion with the versatile appeal of 
a swivel chair, whether leaning into an intriguing 

conversation or turning to admire a view.
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Inspired by the textural works 

of one of the greatest artists of 

the 20th century, the Pollock 

collection features diamond 

tufted upholstery that invites 

both touch and relaxation.

771Pollock
POLLOCK SOFA
SKU: 771501-5015

A luxuriously tufted back cushion is the 
perfect way to showcase any one of our 17 

custom fabric options.
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POLLOCK LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 771503-5015

Softness and style combine to form one luxe 
lounge chair, supported by a subtly exposed 
solid alder base in an espresso finish.

POLLOCK OTTOMAN
SKU: 771504-5015

A beautifully tufted ottoman adds 
comfort and a touch of texture to 

the living room.
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Boldly artistic lines meet 

welcoming softness in the Kahlo 

collection, featuring vertical 

channel tufting and cushioned 

seating. Corner brackets finished 

in a brass tone frame these pieces 

like the works of contemporary 

art they truly are.

772Kahlo

KAHLO  
LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 772503-5026

Plush channel tufted 
upholstery creates cozy 

surroundings in this 
relaxed yet stylish  

lounge chair.
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KAHLO OTTOMAN
SKU: 772504-5026

Rest in comfort on this plush ottoman, with chic 
brass finish bracket legs that add a touch of shine.

KAHLO SOFA
SKU: 772501-5026

Deco-inspired styling 
meets modern angles in 
this striking sofa.
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Like a perfectly balanced 

sculpture, Calder inspires calming 

feelings of solidity and support. 

Simple modern lines and wide 

arms create blocky forms that fit 

together to create a masterpiece, 

offering a seating experience 

that’s as chic and contemporary 

as it is comfortable.

773Calder CALDER LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 773503-5015

Wide track arms and a comfortable seat 
make this an ideal place to rest, relax, 
even catch a nap.

CALDER SOFA
SKU: 773501-5015

 This substantial sofa is destined to 
become the center of attention in 

any living space, offering plenty of 
upholstered comfort with a touch of 

contrast from espresso finish feet,
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This contemporary grouping 

showcases the softer side of 

modern style. A sturdy frame 

of solid hardwood defines 

this comfortable sofa, stylishly 

wrapped in soft and supportive 

cushions that look chic in any one 

of our custom fabric options.

775Hockney HOCKNEY LOUNGE CHAIR
SKU: 775503-5000

This lounge chair is fully upholstered from 
top to bottom, beautifully highlighting its 
meticulous rows of welting.

HOCKNEY SOFA
SKU: 775501-5000

A sturdy silhouette defines 
this comfortable sofa, 

stylishly wrapped in soft and 
supportive cushions that look 
chic in any one of our custom 

fabric options.
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HOCKNEY 2 PIECE 
SECTIONAL
SKU: 775509-5000S2

Two corner pieces combine to 
form this striking, generously 
proportioned sectional.

HOCKNEY OTTOMAN
SKU: 775504-5000

Style, meet comfort. This substantial, fully 
upholstered ottoman offers both support 

and a fashionable aesthetic.
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Main Office: 1165 Auto Center Drive, Ontario, California 91761 909.390.1039 Fax 909.390.1059
High Point Office/Showroom: 122 N. Hamilton Street, High Point, North Carolina 27260 336.882.1600


